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QUESTION 1

Because SAS is serial SCSI, therefore its transmission rate is usually lower than parallel SCSI. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The failure of install multipath is mostly due to compatibility, which components mainly needs to consider compatible
when install multipath? (Select three Answers) 

A. with 0S specific version 

B. with HBA card 

C. server system hard disk drive 

D. with iSCSI initiator software 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

FC-SAN in storage devices need to use standard fibre channel network for communication. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

About fault diagnosis on the capacity of hard disk box, which are wrong? 

A. S5000V1Rs and its subsequent version can realize the back-end cascade self-adaption, therefore need to power up
on the storage system again, can adjust the speed of cascade links. 

B. If appear speed rate of dial-up are inconformity between expansion box and host box, can through the following
method to adjust: 1, login MML through fc gps to check the original hard disk box rate in loop 2, dial switch in new box
and loop line are in agreement 3, power up and down on expansion box, check whether the capacity of hard disk box is
normal access. 

C. After expansion failure, need to check the expansion network are correct connected, and then check HUB and cable
on expansion link are normal 
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D. The reason of expansion failure have nothing to do with control box system and the order of power up on new
extension box.So when power up on system, can automatically adjust the order of cascade link between the controller
box and hard disk box 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

About RAID, which of the following description are correct? (Select 3 Answers) 

A. RAIDs recommended the number of member disk is s to 9, RAID10 recommended the number of mirror in group is 

B. capacity of RAIDs is N-1 / N, N is the number of member disk 

C. capacity of RAID10 is N/M, N is the number of member disk, M is the number of mirror in group 

D. when the pressure of front-end is enough, the performance of Raids write bandwidth and Raid10 bandwidth are
same 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following functions need to use the space of resource pool in storage arrays? (Select two Answers) 

A. asynchronous remote replication 

B. synchronous remote replication 

C. full dose LUN copy 

D. increment LUN copy 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

With Linux, a disk output is as follows. # fdisk -l Disk/dev/sd8O.OGB,8OO263618s6bytes 2ss heads, 63 sectors/track,
9729 cylinders Units = cylinders of 16O6s * s12 = 822s28O bytes Device Boot Start End Blocks Id System /dev/sdb1 * 1
2805 16386300 83 Linux /dev/sdb2 2806 9729 55617030 5 Extended /dev/sdbs 2806 3825 8193118+ 83 Linux
/dev/sdb6 3826 5100 10241406 83 Linux /dev/sdb7 5101 5198 787153+ 82 Linux swap / Solaris /dev/sdb8 5199 6657
11719386 83 Linux /dev/sdb9 6658 7751 8787523+ 83 Linux /dev/sdb10 7752 9729 15888253+ 83 Linux Which of the
following opinions are correct? 

A. lack of sdb3 and sdb4, there is problem in disk partition table, should be restored partition table 

B. the disk only has a primary partition 

C. the disk has six logical partitions 

D. the disk has seven logical partitions 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

A control box of S5000 configured eight FC 300G and eight SATA 1T hard drives.Five FC 300G hard drives made RAID
group 0, Five SATA 1TB hard drives made RAID group 1.Now, want to configure global hot spare disk for storage, in
this case, how to configure it? 

A. A FC 300GB disk set to global hot spare disk 

B. A SATA 1TB disk set to global hot spare disk 

C. A FC 300GB disk and a SATA 1TB disk set to global hot spare disk, respectively. 

D. In this configuration, this device cannot configure global hot sparE. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

LUN copy S5000 incremental must interrupt host operations of reading and writing for the data of S5000 source LUN 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

About LUN copy technology, which of the following statements are correct? (Select two Answers) 

A. the process of copy don\\'t need to stop business 

B. only support LUNCopy based on IP network 

C. support dynamic change copy speed 

D. support third-party LUNCopy storage array 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

In standard optical fiber environment, contains node, port, link and other components, which of the following is true?
(Select three Answers) 

A. node is refers to fiber optic equipment, such as servers, disk and etc 
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B. each node at least one port, port provides external actual links, usually realize by server HBA card 

C. link is actual transmission medium, used to move information from one node to another node consists of a pair of opti
al fiber linE. A single fiber line is connected to a port of receiver, transmit information to optical fiber cable of this
interfacE. 

D. a node only can have one port 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following items can not be as SCSI target? 

A. the disk 

B. CD-R0M 

C. the tape 

D. Switches 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

The operation process of the incremental of LUN copy in storage array, which is correct? 

A. create LUN copy- > create resource pool- > select the source array and the source LUN- >select the target array and
the target LUN- > start LUN copy 

B. create LUN copy- > select the source array and the source LUN- > select the target array and the target LUN- >
create resource pool- > start LUN copy 

C. create resource pool- > create LUN copy- > select the source array and the source LUN- > select the target array
and the target LUN- > start LUN copy 

D. all above statement are wrong 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

In the Linux platform, which of the following commands can be used to check the mapping which adds for the host on
the array? 

A. iscsiadm -m node 

B. lsscsi 

C. rpm -qaIgrep iscsi 
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D. fdisk -l 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

The problem of storage system configuration (DB) usually can be prevention through routine maintenance, which of the
following measures can prevent system cannot recover when DB abnormal problems appear? (Select 2 Answers) 

A. after completion of system configuration, recommend backup DB, to prepare for tthe resumption of the system
configuration 

B. recommend timely processing when the safe hard disk failure 

C. timely treatment after RAID group failure 

D. log preservation and archiving 

Correct Answer: AB 
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